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Let's play make believe
(Play with me)
& see how far we can go
(Before we get caught up)
Well I think this is love
I feel so dangerous
(Let's set a trap)
In this state that I'm in
(We'll get away with it)
Sincerely your best friend

So, unlock the vault & find
The curse that became your life
For everything there's a sacrifice
Oh, wake up & find that this best friend is gone
It's left you here to
Die

I'd like to pretend, that when the music fills my head
I'd see you instead, beating inside my chest
They speak for themselves, 
(Let's not take this too far)
I'm not here in their stead
They've lost a lot but I gained one thing they never had

So, unlock the vault & find
The curse that became your life
For everything there's a sacrifice
Oh, wake up & find that this best friend is gone
It's left you here to
Die

(I keep singing this lullaby, I'll show you why I'm here)
I can see the light in the darkest part of the hardest
heart, 
Give me something

Take a stride, don't look back, take a step towards me, 
& see what I see
So dramatic, check the attic for the things that used to
be, 
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You're already out of line, 

You wait for the time, to tick by
Till you can see this best friend, I'm so addicted

Compromise leads to demise like a burning liquid, 
It snuffs out all it's victims

So, unlock the vault & find
The curse that became your life
For everything there's a sacrifice
Oh, wake up & find that this best friend is gone
It's left you here to
Die

I can see the light in the darkest part of the hardest
heart
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